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Appearing on this panel with these important competitors reminds me a bit o f Daniel in the lion's den. Pork and Poultry have 
taken 14% market share from Beef in the last 14 years. One of the fundamental reasons for this hemorrhaging o f consumer dollars to 
other meats has been the dearth of value based marketing systems in the beef industry. We buy on the averages and sell on averages. 
There is currently no method of sending clear-cut price signals to producers about individual animals meeting the expectations and 
desires o f consumers. It has been estimated that one tough, tasteless carcass can result in more than 500 less than satisfactory beef 
eating experiences. Couple this quality and consistency problem with widening price spreads to our competition and you have the 
essence of our 14% market share loss. Value based marketing is an important key to solving this dilemma.

The Beef Industry's Value Based Marketing Task Force said that, 'Excess fat is a detriment to the industry in terms of 
production costs and in meeting contemporary consumer demand." They estimate that the cost of producing fat in excess o f optimum 
is about $2,000,000,000 per year. That would go a long way toward narrowing the price spreads to other meats that are so damaging 
to beefs market share.

Our approach has been to first attack the fat problem in the easiest places. This "War on Fat!" began with a program to 
communicate value more closely to the retail sector. Software (called CARDS) to evaluate beef value at various trim levels has been 
distributed to packers and retailers representing 90% of the boxed beef traded. This effort to increase demand for closely trimmed 
boxed beef is a step toward a lean based pricing system. The packers have taken different routes toward closely trimmed product. One 
major packer is implementing a hot fat trim process that removes excess fat on the kill floor. This requires 2 sets o f scales for the 
carcass to adjust weights back to the now current standard method of calculating yield and price. The other packers have chosen to 
trim in the fabrication room. An added advantage to this method is the ability to delete seam fat and further separate muscle for the 
retailer. The target for close trim boxed beef to become the industry standard was 1995. That goal will not be met until at least 1997. 
Currently about 36% of all boxed beef is close trimmed.

"Strategic Alliances" is a wide ranging effort to demonstrate some of these inefficiencies to producers from both a production 
cost and consumer acceptance point o f view. Cattle from various geographic areas and a broad base of producers have been gathered 
in central feeding locations to retain identity throughout the system. It has been an enlightening experience for all o f us. These 
demonstrations and the attendant publicity are very small steps in moving the industry toward a more consumer driven production 
system.

Changes in any marketing system, particularly as complex and culturally driven as the beef business, bring a certain amount of 
political turmoil. One innovation in beef marketing that moves a bit closer to a value based system is, “Formula Based Pricing." The 
seeds of this approach were sown with feeders in the Northwest joining with IBP to reopen the Missouri Beef Plant in Boise. They 
jointly developed a formula based on panhandle live cattle prices converted to a carcass basis. This was followed later by Cactus 
Feeders contracting with IBP to furnish large numbers of cattle to be priced on individual carcass specifications. In other words 
Cactus agreed to furnish the kind of cattle IBP wanted and to suffer price discounts on cattle that did not meet the specifications. This 
major step toward a value based system has now grown to be a major factor in the market place. It has also caused substantial 
disagreement within the industry about price discovery. Those feeders that negotiate the live prices on which most formulas are based 
believe these "captive supplies" adversely affect their bargining position each week.

This dilemma is exacerbated by the dramatic rise in forward contracting o f fed cattle to packers, usually based on the Futures 
Market as a price basis. The primary driver o f this trend has been risk management on the part o f the feeder and assured cattle supply 
by packers. Expansion of this marketing method has led to more "Captive Supplies." These contracts usually have a set o f minimum 
specifications with discounts for deviations. This represents some movement to a value system but is certainly not nirvana to an 
industry that needs more dramatic change now.

The evolvement o f beef product specifications to move us toward a more consumer friendly product is also controversial. 
Everyone is for more quality and consistency — as long as it does not affect the way I do business. A good example is the current 
proposal to change Federal Grading Standards o f “B” maturity (older, tougher) cattle to a lower Quality Grade. Anyone who ever fed 
a long aged Mexican steer, heiferettes (with 1, 2 or 3 calves behind them) or long aged cutting bulls is up in arms. They are writing 
letters and riling up their associations to stop the process. Why should it matter if  one of these shoe leather carcasses might turn off 
500 consumers? It does not elicit a great deal o f confidence in the foresight of the beef business.

We have the technology to deal with tough carcasses. Electrostimulation, longer aging and other various postmortem 
treatments can adequately deal with this problem. Identifying these outliers to be treated is a major hurdle we must cross. A chain 
speed method of determining which carcasses need additional treatment would immediately relieve this concern. Market signals of 
discounts to cover treatment costs would be almost instantaneous.

The beef business faces formidable competition from the rapidly integrating pork sector and the fully integrated poultry industry. 
Value based marketing is the vehicle we must use to bring a more cost competitive, consumer friendly product to the table.
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CArCASS TRACKING, COMPUTER-ASSISTED VISION GRADING AS TOOLS FOR VALUE-BASED MARKETING

By WILLIAM G. FIELDING,
President,

Excel Corporation 
and Cargill Meat Sector

ABSTRACT: Excel Corporation views value-based marketing as a necessity for the beef industry to be competitive. 
Instruments for assessing carcass value are essential to true-value based marketing. Excel has developed carcass tracking 
nnd vision grading to objectively evaluate how individual carcasses will perform in the packing plant. Producers can use the 

data generated by these systems to enhance genetic selection in their herds, thus better meeting market demands.

E d u c t io n

„ Based in Wichita, Kan., Excel Corporation is one of the larger red meat packers in North America. With its roots dating to 
 ̂ l940s, Excel has six primary processing plants for beef and two for pork in the United States. A subsidiary of Minneapolis 

^ d  Cargin 5 Excel also operates four further-processing plants under the Cargill Processed Meat Products name. In Canada, the 
O perations operate under the Cargill Foods name at two locations, one primary processing and the other further-processing.

,he The Value-Based Marketing Task Force was formed in 1989 under the combined auspices of the Beef Industry Council of 
R a tio n a l  Live Stock and Meat Board and the National Cattlemen's Association. Membership on the Task Force came from 

st°ck and cow-calf producers, feeders, packers, purveyors and retailers.

^  In its 1990 report, the Value-Based Marketing Task Force listed eight consensus points to serve as specific research

foeS °r priorities to accomplish the stated objective of reducing excess trimable fat and increasing lean production. This paper 

865 °n two of those objectives, and they are:

* Consensus Point No. 6: The beef industry should invest in research and development of an instrument for assessing 

carcass value.

* Consensus Point No. 7: Fed cattle should be valued on an individual carcass basis rather than an average live price.

^XceI and Cargill have been long-time supporters o f moving away from a system of cattle being sold for a pen average price 
rn°v'ng to a system where value is determined on individual carcass merits. The author of this manuscript was a member of 

Pr0 ValUe' Based Marketing Task Force. Additionally, Excel Corporation was the cooperating packer in a Strategic Alliance 
V * 1’ Which was a follow-up exercise to the Value-Based Marketing Task Force. Excel also has explored other initiatives that
t j J  been in line with the consensus of the Task Force, most notably the development of case-ready beef and the move to close- 

^ beef,

irnpr ^ XceI 's interest in these and other projects was then and is today the same as other participants in the marketing chain 
i„ industry cost efficiencies, thus keeping beef costs competitive with other protein products. This is a big challenge. In 
o j 90 reP«rt, the Task Force noted that marketing systems for cattle and wholesale beef had not "adapted sufficiently to the 
$tUd tllI>0rnry demands of consumers for beef cuts with little or no external fat trim." The 1986 National Consumer Retail Beef 
ejiĉ  sh°wed consumer preference for closely trimmed products. However, the marketing systems were tolerating and

^ ^ n g  the production of excess waste fat. There was no objective, reliable way to determine the value of individual 

l’v®stSCS' turn> this prevented the packer from passing along the proper market signals to feeders by offering premiums for 
the ^  with high quality and cutability and discounts for those that were below average. Producers had limited incentive from 

C*Cer in monetary terms to produce cattle that would yield products with the quality and composition desired by consumers.
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A minor percentage of finished cattle are purchased on a grade and yield basis. This system moves the point of ownership 
transfer to the packing plant from the feedlot, and the pay weights are determined by dressed carcass weights and grades, rather 
than live animal weights. Historically, producers have had a lack o f trust in this system of ownership transfer. Also, there is a lack 
of faith in the grading accuracy of USDA graders, who make visual, subjective determinations of carcass quality and yield grades. 
USD A graders do provide for some degree of trust -  not because they are infallible but because they are an impartial third party in 

the marketing chain.

Carcass Tracking

In 1989, Cargill opened a beef slaughter and fabrication plant in High River, Alberta, Canada. It was the first beef plant 
that Cargill and Excel had built from the ground up in North America since the construction of the Dodge City, Kan., facility in 
1980. Starting from scratch gave Cargill and Excel the opportunity to incorporate the most advanced technology offered at the 
time in areas ranging from food safety to worker safety. It also was a chance to experiment with carcass tracking, which today 

forms a cornerstone of Cargill and Excel’s efforts to evaluate carcasses individually.

The need for carcass tracking goes beyond its applications for value-based marketing. Keeping track of individual carcasses 

aids in record keeping, scheduling, production flows and inventory controls. It also augments the process o f product trace back. 
Today, carcass tracking is in place at all Cargill and Excel beef facilities in North America, except for a cow slaughter and 

fabrication facility in Colorado.

Carcass tracking does what its name implies: it allows the tracking of individual carcasses as they move throughout the 

plant. Along the way, key data can be collected and identified by individual carcass.

Each carcass is attached to a trolley. Holes of different shapes (squares, triangles, circles, etc.) in different sequences 

represent alpha-numeric code numbers. By using combinations of no more than eight holes per trolley, as many as 30,000 code 

numbers are available, which is more than enough for a modem meat plant.

As the trolley passes each data-collection point, a strobe on one side of the trolley shoots light through the holes and to an 
electronic reader, which identifies the trolley and the carcass it carries. Carcass weight is automatically recorded into the plan 
information system at various points within the plant. There are three data-collection points: 1) on the kill floor for hot carcass 
weight; 2) at the grading stand; and, 3) just prior to going onto the fabrication floor. At the grading stand, additional data are 
manually entered into the system for each carcass. This information includes quality grade, yield grade, house grade and whether 

there are any defects, such as dark cutters, bloodshot muscle and/or miss-split carcasses.

Vision Grading

Vision grading goes beyond the subjective evaluation done at the grading stand by using a digitizing camera coupled with a 
computer to evaluate carcasses. Excel began testing vision grading at its plants in 1991. Currently, two plants have the system on 

line with three others scheduled to follow.

Also known as Video Image Analysis (VIA), the system takes a picture of the loin-eye surface at the 12th rib, where the 

carcass is routinely quartered for traditional USDA grading.

Factors Measured with VIA
• Rib Eye Area
• Fat Thickness (External)
• Marbling

• Fat Area

• Lean Area
• % Fat Area
• % Lean Area
• % Rib Eye Area
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inten, ^ ' S P*cture digitized by the camera, based on the'difference between fat and muscle reflectance. The computer then 
Dw S ttle Picture and determines total lean and total fat content. From this information and the carcass weight, the total red 

cut-out of each carcass is predicted.

Th
Der.-. 6 accuracy ° f  this system outperforms any other current system, with standard deviation of plus or minus seven poundsSlQp rp,

ne s-fstern Teads" the information on each carcass in a few seconds, making its application in high-speed, high-volume 
n6 Plants practical.

comb- ^ ere st'^ *s one" t0 two-day wait while the carcass is chilling between the time of slaughter and grading. In 
step at'°n’ ^ 's delay and the reliance on subjective grading had made some producers reluctant to trade "on-the-rail." One next 
adopté ^  fhe development of an instrument to grade the beef before chilling. If this could be done, it would facilitate the 

esPec' Pract'ces such as hot boning. In isolation, however, concerns about the one- to two-day wait appear minimal, 
ly when producers are comfortable with the objective data generated by visual grading and carcass tracking.

Paidb;
the

l  itis data
iased,

can be very useful to producers to help them understand which cattle perform best. Just as important, they will be
^  0n H16 true value of each carcass — something that must take place for value-based marketing to become a reality. As 

Particu] âSe ®rows’ Excel W1H t>e able to evaluate producers and target cattle purchases that fit the needs and specification of a 
Produ CUstomer and/or product line (i.e., Certified Angus Beef, Excel's Sterling Silver). Because we will be able to price

ttore competitively on the sales end, we should be able to pay producers more for true value on the buying end.

"»ents in the Feedlot

The(Ififl Packing plant isn't the only place where data is being collected. Excel is working with Integrated Beef Technologies
1 ‘0 linU .1— j . . . . . . . .  . . _ . . . . . . .

Onab0,

:for

*'nk the data from the packing plant with information being generated in the feedlot. During 1995, IBT will collect data 
lead of cattle with kno'

Ending certain ones to market.
tiipe r ^’̂ 00 head of cattle with known genetics (mainly Angus) to learn more about sorting cattle to determine the optimum

•dej As
Defied an’ma  ̂ Passes through a chute, it is weighed on a scale and the frame size is measured by camera. The animal is

! He anc* ^ata matched to it — by a computer chip tagged to the ear. Data is collected at key points in the process, such 
n the;• animal first enters the feedlot, at regular intervals during feeding, and when it leaves the feedlot for market.

^is ;
Whe

•hfo en ^  '*vestoc^ reach the packing plant, additional data will be generated through carcass tracking and vision grading. 
mation will help lend validity to conclusions and assumptions made from what is gathered at the feedlot.

0»cli

e Work IBT is doing can help feeders make more accurate decisions about when to send cattle to market and how to%OfHra ^ toSether, Once at the packing plant, the cattle can be assessed on individual carcass merits through the combined use

vHi

“Hss t
°duCer racking and vision grading. The information from this system will send better signals back from the packer to the 

an<̂  a*so wiH help the packer to respond more efficiently to signals coming from that part o f the marketing chain that
uCer
M\

y st°Ps at the consumer.
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